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1 point

All other

All the other

All

Every other

1 point

No other person is as good as he for the job.

He is better than other men for the job.

He is the best among all others for the job.

He is not so good as others for the job.

1 point

Gold is more useful than iron

Iron is more useful than gold

Gold is the best useful metal

No other metal is as useful as gold

1.Kolkkatta university is older than _________ Universities in India. *

2.He is the best man for the job.Make positive degree *

3.Gold is not so useful as iron.Make comparative degree. *



1 point

The Tajmahal is more magnificent than any other building in the world.

The Tajmahal is most magnificient

No other building is magnificient than Tajmahal.

Tatmahal is many magnificient than any other building in the world

Option 5

1 point

Mount Everest is highest than any other peak

Mount everest is the biggest peak in the world.

No other peak in the world is so high as Mount Everest.

No peak in the world is so highest as Mount Everest.

1 point

Earlier than

Earlier to

Earliest

Early

4.The Tajmahal is the most magnificent building in the world .Make comparative degree. *

5.Mount Everest is higher than any other peak in the world.Make positive degree *

6.I was feeling tire last night .So I went to bed __________ usual. *



1 point

He is taller to me.

He is the taller than me

He is taller than me

He is not taller than me

1 point

Chennai is bigger than all other south Indian city.

Chennai is the bigger south Indian city.

Chennai is a big south Indian city.

No other south Indian city is as big as Channai.

Other:

1 point

No other play of Shakespeare is as good as Hamlet

Hamlet is better than all other plays that Shakespeare has written.

Hamlet is not best than all other plays of Shakespeare

Hamlet is better to all other plays that Shakespeare has written

7.Iam not so tall as he.Make comparative form. *

8.Chennai is the biggest south Indian city.Make positive degree. *

9.Hamlet is the best play that Shakespeare has written.Make comparative degree. *



1 point

He can play as good as you

He cannot play as good as you

You cannot play as good as he

You are the best player.

1 point

More

Most

The more

The most

1 point

The bigger

Bigger

Big

Biggest

1 point

The large

The largest

The larger

Largest

10.He cannot play better than you.Make positive degree *

11.Iam __________ interested in cricket than in football. *

12.An ocean is certainly _________ than a sea. *

13.The elephant is _________ animal in the world. *



1 point

The more interesting

The most interesting

Most interesting

More interesting

1 point

Alice is the tallest girl in the class.

Alice is tall girl in the class

Any other girl is taller than Alice in the class

Alice is small girl in the class

1 point

No other democracy in the world is as large as India.

India is the larger than any other democracy in the world.

India is the largest democracy in the world.

India is more larger democracy in the world

1 point

He is not stronger than me

He is strongest than me

He is stronger than me

He is not strongest than me

14.This is ________ play that I have ever heard on the radio. *

15.Aluce is taller than any other girl in the class.Make superlative form *

16.India is the largest democracy in the world.Make positive degree *

17.Iam as strong as him.Make comparative degree *



1 point

Rice is not more nutrious than some other grains.

Rice is not the most nutrious of all grains.

Rice is the most nutrious of all grains.

Rice is the more nutrious than some other grains.

1 point

Birds fly as fast as the aeroplane

Birds do fly as fast as the aeroplane.

Birds do not fly as fast as the aeroplane

Aeroplane and birds fly same speed.

1 point

Mumbai is the best seaport in India.

Mumbai is the better seaport in India.

Mumbai is not the best seaport in India.

Mumbai is not the better seaport in India.

1 point

She is more beautiful of all girls

She is the most beautiful of all girls.

No girl is more beautiful than she

She is much beautiful of all girls.

18.Some grains are at least as nutrious as rice.Change to superlative form *

19.The aeroplane flies faster than birds.Make positive degree. *

20.No other seaport in India is so good as Mumbai.Make it's superlative degrees. *

21.She is the most beautiful of all girls.Make positive degree. *



1 point

Very few persons in this town are as rich as he

He is rich person in this town

He is one of the richer person in this town are as rich as he

None of these

1 point

Great

The greatest

The greater

Greater

1 point

Girls are clevers as Susie.

Few girls in the class are as clever as Susie.

Very few girls in the class are clevers like Susie.

Susie is the one of the clever girl in the class.

1 point

The giraffe is the tallest animal

The giraffe is the taller animal.

The giraffe is most tallest

The giraffe is the most taller animal.

22.He is one of the richest person in this town.Make positive degree *

23.Alexander was one of _________ kings who ever lived. *

24.Susie is one of the cleverest girls in the class.Make positive degree *

25.No other animal is as tall as giraffe.Make superlative form *
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